Reissue(T437)

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 644

6 May 1944

LYuSYa[i] has advised that DEDUSHKA[ii] has decided to divorce his wife and intends to marry LYuSYa. The latter is hesitating and asks ALEKSEJ[iii] how [5 groups unrecovered] to behave. Knowing LYuSYa we think that she would try to subject DEDUSHKA to her influence, which would have an entirely deleterious effect on the staff of the PLANT[ZAVOD][iv]. D.'s wife intends to leave for home with her daughter at the end of the school year.

No. 354

MAJ[v]

6 May

Comments:
[i] LYuSYa: Olimpiada Grigor'evna TRONOVA.
[ii] DEDUSHKA: i.e. "GRANDPAPA," Evgenij Dmitrievich KISELEV, Soviet Consul-General in NEW YORK.
[iii] ALEKSEJ: Anatolij Antonovich YAKOVLEV.
[iv] ZAVOD: Soviet Consulate-General in NEW YORK.
[v] MAJ: Stepan Zakharovich APRESDAN.
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